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Welcome to GLW Fe

Founded in 1873, GLW Feeds are one of the UK’s
largest independent livestock and speciality feed
manufacturers, specialising in compound feeds in
roll, nut, pellet and meal form as well as custom
meals and blends. In addition, we sell moist and
dry straights together with minerals, fats, milk
powders, silage additives, fertilisers and cereal
seeds too.
With GLW Feeds you can be assured that we
will maintain the integrity of all our poultry diets,
by only using quality raw materials. Once diets
are proven we strive to keep our formulations as
consistent as possible, for as long as possible in
the ﬁrm belief that this is best for your birds.
GLW manufacture quality diets speciﬁcally
formulated for all classes of poultry including:
pullet rearers, layers, broiler breeders, broilers,
free range chicken, turkeys, ducks and geese.
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“Our aim is to supply
quality animal feeds
and technical service
to ensure complete
customer satisfaction.”

The Positive Response
We believe the way we work with our
customers is as important as the products we
provide. We endeavour to ensure you always get
a positive response from our feed, our service
and our people.
With our extensive knowledge in the nutritional
requirements of poultry, we work with you to
help you achieve your maximum return. Crucially
we take care of all aspects of formulation,
manufacture, raw material purchasing, delivery and
on-farm support. In effect, providing you with what
you need, when you need it.
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GLW Gold‘n’Lay Lay

The Gold‘n’Lay range of diets are formulated
to optimise egg production at all ages, using a
phased feeding programme with up to ﬁve different
layer diets, ensuring the correct nutrient intake
throughout lay. This enables the producer
to match performance demands and manipulate
egg size as required.
All Gold‘n’Lay diets provide a deep
yellow/orange yolk, as preferred by consumers,
without the need for additional and expensive
pigment supplementation.
Normally these diets are fed as a coarse mash but
are also available as a quality crumble and a pellet
to match feeding systems and modify feed intake
where necessary.

We also make bespoke diets
for colony housed layers.

Diet

Recommended For

Gold’n’Lay Excel

Bovan Brown type birds

Gold’n’Lay Supreme

Hyline/Lohmann/Novogen type hybrids

For speciﬁc information on each diet, as well as formulations and feeding regimes,
please contact GLW Feeds where a specialist will be able to assist you.
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GLW Broiler Diets
The GLW range of Broiler Feeds are based on
the nutritional requirements of commercial broiler
breeds such as the Aviagen Ross 308.
The diets are designed to give good early growth
whilst aiding skeletal and intestinal development.

icken
GLW Free Range Ch

Diets

The GLW Free Range Chicken feeds are
speciﬁcally formulated to meet the needs
of outdoor, slower growing birds, typically
slaughtering at 70 days or more.
Nutrients in the diets are well balanced to
help maximise good gut health and bird
development, whilst supplying the correct
level of vitamins and minerals.
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GLW Turkey Feeds
Formulated for the fastest growing commercial
turkeys such as the BUT and Hybrid strains.
These diets are based on years of experience,
with good diets for early growth and skeletal
development such that target live weight should
be easily achievable.
Grower and ﬁnisher diets are also available
as concentrates, to be fed with whole wheat
if required.
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(TFF) Turkey Feeds
The highly successful GLW range of TFF Turkey
Feeds provides excellent all round diets for slower
growing birds, particularly those destined for the
seasonal Christmas market.

Year after year our customer’s birds have
achieved their target liveweights and ﬁnish,
providing their customers with excellent birds
ﬁt for any festive table.

For speciﬁc information on each diet, as well as formulations and feeding regimes,
please contact GLW Feeds where a specialist will be able to assist you.
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GLW Duck & Goose

The GLW range of Duck and Goose Feeds are
designed for ducks and geese being reared for
the table.
The diets are formulated for good early growth,
without pushing too hard to avoid skeletal and
intestinal problems.
We also make a layer diet especially
for producers of duck eggs.

GLW Quail Feeds
The GLW range of Quail diets are specially
formulated for rearing quail ensuring good
skeletal development, feathering and growth.
Our Free range layer pellets are used very
successfully for Quail egg production.
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Professional Feeds
for the Smallholder
GLW Choice Feeds offer professional feeds for the
smallholder, packaged in robust plastic 20kg bags,
with an easy opening top seam.
The GLW Choice range is ideal for chickens,
ducks, geese and quails, whether they be pullets,
meat birds, laying or breeder hens.
These diets have been manufactured using
nutritious grains and other natural ingredients to
create an attractive and palatable diet that your
poultry will thrive on.
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Further Information
PROFESSIONAL
FEEDS
FOR THE SMALLH
OLDER

Please contact us for more information on ﬁnding
your local GLW Choice Feeds stockist, becoming
a stockist and for more details about our full
Smallholder range.

Tel: 01509 501801
www.glw-feeds.co.uk

For speciﬁc information on each diet, as well as formulations and feeding regimes,
please contact GLW Feeds where a specialist will be able to assist you.
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The positive response
GLW Feeds - where you’ll get a positive
response from our feed, our service and
our people.
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QUALITY
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For more information please contact our customer
services department on 01509 501801
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